SOFR Conversion: It’s on for 2020
From 10/17/20 on, all cleared swaps and swap futures will change:
•
•
•
•

PAI will switch from Fed Funds to SOFR
Eurodollar Futures will continue to trade, subject to fallback triggers—at which point ED$s
and ED$ options will convert to SOFR.
Cleared swaptions, at this point, will be liquidated/PV’d—though discussion continues.
Cash flow discounting will switch from OIS/FedFunds to SOFR

← Zero Curves illustrate the impact of
change in discounting. As of now, < 12y
cash flows will be discounted at a
HIGHER rate, and longer-dated cash
flows at a lower rate.
A ‘bullet 10yr’ with ~4bp higher
discounting rate will roughly shift DV’01
by $1600/bb. No big deal.
Our concern / interest is liquidity. We are highly skeptical of liquidity past the 2-year point of the SOFR
curve. In the “First transition stage” (convert PAI and discounting), there will be a few weeks of headache,
but this is a change for derivative users by derivative users. The big problems start at LIBOR cessation;
when Rates/Coupons/Cash Flows are entirely SOFR-based.

We are advocating, especially to “Key Rate Duration” hedgers, to adopt a discount curve that optimizes
for LIQUIDITY in the underlying hedge instruments. Today, that curve looks like:
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Expect SOFR+IG to become core rates to restore credit sensitivity to borrowing and lending.

Cost of Funds Equations, today, look like:
→ 3mLIBOR + 100 = 2.90

Should become:
→ 3mSOFR + IG +x = 2.90
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DISCLAIMER: This material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of R.J. O’Brien and is, or is in the nature of, a
solicitation. This material is not a research report prepared by R.J. O’Brien’s Research Department. By accepting this communication, you
agree that you are an experienced user of the futures markets, capable of making independent trading decisions, and agree that you are
not, and will not, rely solely on this communication in making trading decisions.
DISTRIBUTION IN SOME JURISDICTIONS MAY BE PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY LAW. PERSONS IN POSSESSION OF THIS COMMUNICATION
INDIRECTLY SHOULD INFORM THEMSELVES ABOUT AND OBSERVE ANY SUCH PROHIBITION OR RESTRICTIONS. TO THE EXTENT THAT YOU
HAVE RECEIVED THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY AND SOLICITATIONS ARE PROHIBITED IN YOUR JURISDICTION WITHOUT REGISTRATION,
THE MARKET COMMENTARY IN THIS COMMUNICATION SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED A SOLICITATION.
The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must consider whether this is a suitable
investment. Past performance, whether actual or indicated by simulated historical tests of strategies, is not indicative of future results. Trading
advice is based on information taken from trades and statistical services and other sources that R.J. O’Brien believes are reliable. We do not
guarantee that such information is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. Trading advice reflects our good faith
judgment at a specific time and is subject to change without notice. There is no guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable
trades.
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